Let’s Have a
Deeper Conversation
About Learning
The Portfolio & Assessment Platform

Get Started Today

FreshGrade helps educators, parents, and students have deeper conversations about learning.
Do it all with just one tool: capture evidence, give feedback, and track progression through

Contact inquiries@freshgrade.com to learn

standards and custom objectives. With FreshGrade you’ll encourage students to own their

more about how FreshGrade can be used

learning while engaging parents at every turn.

for School and District initiatives.

“
FreshGrade has supported our district commitment to personalize
learning for every student, fostered student ownership, and offered
a rapid feedback cycle for students.
— CHRIS THOMPSON, CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, ELMBROOK SCHOOL DISTRICT, WISCONSIN

Web, Chromebook,
iOS & Android Apps
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Get Started Today
FreshGrade
for Schools

FreshGrade
for Districts

FreshGrade
for Teachers

• Engage parents and students school-wide

• Engage parents and students district-wide

• Save hours of time documenting learning

• Track progress towards strategic initiatives

• Track progress towards district initiatives

• Engage parents with their child’s progress

• Provide learning and support for teachers.

• Integrate with existing student

• Promote student ownership with our

Visit freshgrade.com/schools/
to learn more.

information systems.

Contact inquiries@freshgrade.com
to learn more.

secure platform.

Sign up at www.freshgrade.com
for a free account.

How it Works
FreshGrade helps teachers streamline their workflow, supporting them at every stage of the learning journey.
1. INTENTIONAL DESIGN

5. REFLECT & GIVE FEEDBACK

Choose the skill, the strategy, the task,

Students can reflect on their

the process, the competencies, and/or

progress and teachers and parents

the curriculum area that will be highlighted.

can provide feedback.

2. CAPTURE LEARNING

6. ASSESS & EVALUATE

Teachers and students can capture their

Easily assess each activity using one of

learning through video, picture, and audio

eight assessment tools, or use one of

to populate to secure student portfolios.

your own. Create reports effortlessly,
saving hours of paperwork.

3. CONTEXTUALIZE
Align documentation with state, regional
and national objectives to demonstrate
progression towards standards.
4. ENGAGE PARENTS & STUDENTS
Communicate and collaborate with
parents and students through comments,
notifications, and highlights.

“
We selected FreshGrade for parent
communication after consulting our
school community. To our surprise,
the most impactful benefit was an
increase in student pride and
ownership of learning.
— MARY DUNLEVY, PRINCIPAL, DENTON ISD, TEXAS

freshgrade.com

@FreshGrade

fb.com/freshgrade

